Allows useful general-purpose algorithms with more power than standard search algorithms
Constraint graph
General-purpose CSP algorithms use the graph structure to speed up search. E.g., Tasmania is an independent subproblem! 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ♦ Goal test: the current assignment is complete 1) This is the same for all CSPs! 2) Every solution appears at depth n with n variables ⇒ use depth-first search 3) Path is irrelevant, so can also use complete-state formulation 4) b = (n − )d at depth , hence n!d 2. For j from n down to 2, apply RemoveInconsistent(P arent(X j ), X j )
Varieties of CSPs
O W T F U R + O W T O W T F O U R X 2 X 1 X 3 Variables: F T U W R O X 1 X 2 X 3 Domains: {0, 1,, 9} Constraints alldiff(F, T, U, W, R, O) O + O = R + 10 · X 1 , etc.
Real-world CSPs
3. For j from 1 to n, assign X j consistently with P arent(X j )
Nearly tree-structured CSPs 
Performance of min-conflicts
Given random initial state, can solve n-queens in almost constant time for arbitrary n with high probability (e.g., n = 10,000,000)
The same appears to be true for any randomly-generated CSP except in a narrow range of the ratio The CSP representation allows analysis of problem structure Tree-structured CSPs can be solved in linear time
Iterative min-conflicts is usually effective in practice
